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Abstract

Quantitative PET attenuation correction (AC) for cardiac PET/CT and PET/MR is a challenging 

problem. We propose and evaluate an AC approach that uses coincidences from a relatively 

weak and physically fixed sparse external source, in combination with that from the patient, to 

reconstruct μ-maps based on physics principles alone. The low 30 cm3 volume of the source 

makes it easy to fill and place, and the method does not use prior image data or attenuation 

map assumptions. Our supplemental transmission aided maximum likelihood reconstruction 

of attenuation and activity (sTX-MLAA) algorithm contains an attenuation map update that 

maximizes the likelihood of terms representing coincidences originating from tracer in the 

patient and a weighted expression of counts segmented from the external source alone. Both 

external source and patient scatter and randoms are fully corrected. We evaluated performance 

of sTX-MLAA compared to reference standard CT-based AC with FDG PET/CT phantom 

studies; including modeling a patient with myocardial inflammation. Through an ROI analysis 

we measured ≤5% bias in activity concentrations for PET images generated with sTX-MLAA 

and a TX source strength ≥12.7 MBq, relative to CT-AC. PET background variability (from 

noise and sparse sampling) was substantially reduced with sTX-MLAA compared to using counts 

segmented from the transmission source alone for AC. Results suggest that sTX-MLAA will 

enable quantitative PET during cardiac PET/CT and PET/MR of human patients.
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I. INTRODUCTION

PET/CT is an important tool in the clinical workup of patients with cardiac diseases. 

Separately, combined PET/MR has shown advantages over conventional imaging for several 

cardiac applications (e.g. diagnosis of myocardial inflammation). Quantitative PET metrics 

provide benefits in both cases. For PET/CT, absolute measurements of myocardial flow 

reserve have superior diagnostic sensitivity to semi-quantitative analysis alone for detecting 

coronary artery disease. On PET/MR, quantification of uptake aids in the evaluation of 

myocardial inflammation [1], [2], [3].

Correcting for patient-related factors is necessary to minimize artifacts and produce 

quantitative PET images during cardiac exams. Failure to correct for 511 keV photon 

attenuation typically has the largest impact, of all data corrections, on PET quantification. 

However, for PET/CT the CT used for attenuation correction (AC) has limited diagnostic 

benefit; contributing 0.5–1 mSv of effective dose (compared with 2 mSv from 13N-ammonia 

alone) [4]. With PET/MR, MR-based methods (MR-AC) have significant performance 

and/or practical limitations in cardiothoracic imaging. For instance, 50% of patients had 

μ-maps with MR susceptibility artifacts in one study [5], frequently due to cardiac stents 

(resulting in differences of up to 200% in SUVs relative to PET reconstructions with 

manually corrected μ-maps). Deep learning algorithms have benefited MR-AC [6] and 

represent the current state of the art approaches [7]. But, bias in PET images was frequently 

>10% for a generative adversarial network scheme directly converting MR images to μ-maps 

[8]. For both modalities, respiratory mismatch between the MR or CT (typically breath 

hold) and PET (shallow breathing) exams, can result in PET artifacts throughout the thoracic 

cavity [5].

As an alternative to CT-AC and MR-AC, methods have been developed that utilize the PET 

signal to reconstruct μ-maps. A common algorithm, using counts from the patient alone, is 

termed maximum likelihood reconstruction of activity and attenuation (MLAA). However, 

MLAA methods suffer cross-talk between emission (EM) image and μ-map estimates, only 

reconstruct attenuation values up to a constant (requiring a prior to correct for [9] and [10]), 

and frequently rely on CT images for scatter correction or normalization compensation 

(not practical on PET/MR); resulting in PET image bias over 10% relative to CT-AC [11]. 

To address these limitations, researchers have used the intrinsic 176Lu radiation from PET 

detectors (i.e. alone or to produce an initial μ-map for MLAA) [12] or events from a hollow 

cylinder-shaped source alone [13]. However, the relatively low count rates from 176Lu [12], 

[14], [15] or the external source, combined with the challenges in correcting for the scatter 

of 176Lu gamma rays [12] resulted in PET bias exceeding 5% in thoracic ROIs. Furthermore, 

filling and placing a hollow cylinder-shaped source that occupies the full PET field-of-view 

(FOV) is challenging. Deep learning has been used to aid MLAA [16], estimate μ-maps 
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from EM data, or convert uncorrected EM images to AC results [17]. However, tracer bias 

also frequently exceeds 5% with these methods.

Panin et al. [18] developed an algorithm that uses counts from a rotating external positron 

source, combined with those from the tracer in the patient, to correct for the deficits of 

MLAA. The rationale is that the higher count rate, for coincidences from the patient, 

combined with the more accurate attenuation estimation using coincidences from the 

external source, can produce AC PET images with higher signalto-noise ratio (SNR) and 

accuracy, compared to using either strategy alone. The method of Panin et al, however, 

utilized PET data from 10 hr exams to correct for scatter from the external source 

(not practical for patient PET/MR exams). Furthermore, tight space confines of whole 

body PET/MR scanners prevent integration of a rotating transmission source. We propose 

a supplemental transmission (TX) aided MLAA (sTX-MLAA) approach that uses 1) a 

physically fixed source, placed near the bore, that can be relatively easily filled and placed, 

2) a transmission update that combines signal from the patient and external source, and 

3) data corrections for TX source and patient scatter, to estimate and apply AC using 

PET data acquired during the exam intended for correction alone. The purpose of this 

study is to develop and evaluate sTX-MLAA with anthropomorphic phantom experiments 

approximating cardiac PET exams.

II. METHODS

A. Overview

Phantom acquisitions were performed on a time-of-flight (TOF) capable whole-body 

PET/CT; Siemens Biograph mCT Flow PET/CT (Siemens Medical Solutions USA, Inc). 

We used a PET/CT to facilitate a direct comparison with the reference standard: PET 

images corrected for attenuation with CT. Our approach uses a custom TX source, detailed 

in Section II–B. We then describe the supplemental transmission aided attenuation map 

reconstruction algorithm, including its theory (Section II–C.1), PET data pre-processing 

(Section II–C.2), method for updating and estimating the emission images (Section 

II–C.3), approach for attenuation map updates (Section II–C.4), the combined update 

equation (Section II–C.5), and data corrections (Section II–C.6). Pseudo-code for the 

complete sTX-MLAA scheme, including scatter corrections, is shown in Algorithm 2. 

Phantom experiments, data processing, and analysis are detailed in Section II–D. 18F-

fluorodeoxyglucose (FDG) was used for filling the TX source in all experiments.

B. Sparse Transmission Source

A sparse transmission source was constructed by wrapping a polytetrafluoroethylene 

(PTFE) fillable tube (ID=1.6 mm) around the outside of a hollow cylinder-shaped support 

(OD=76.2 cm, ID=75.2 cm, height=25.4 cm), made of polycarbonate. Polycarbonate annuli 

(ID=76.2 cm, OD=78 cm) were fitted on either end of the support cylinder to center the 

TX source in the transverse FOV. Fig. 1 shows the prototype setup. We note that this 

configuration only reduces the ID of the Biograph mCT bore cover by 2.8 cm, which creates 

minimal mechanical interference when imaging patients that occupy a large fraction of the 
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FOV. Additionally, by placing the source near the bore cover, the interference between 

coincidences originating from the TX source and patient is minimized.

The geometry of the fillable tube was chosen as a tradeoff between tomographic sampling, 

TX source count rate, impact on tracer reconstruction SNR, and ease of filling. Specifically, 

simulations demonstrated that sparse geometries can produce a higher noise equivalent count 

rate (surrogate for image SNR2) compared to rotating rods or a uniformly filled hollow 

cylinder-shaped source, at equal TX singles flux [19], [20]. Thus, we utilized two tori, near 

the axial ends of the PET FOV, joined with a four turn helix (pitch=5.3 cm), over a total 

axial length of 22 cm (PET axial FOV=22.1 cm). End-plane tori assist in reducing limited 

sampling artifacts that occur when using a helix alone. The PTFE tube had a total length of 

~14.4 m, fill volume of 30 cm3, and was fitted with Luer adapters (syringe connections) on 

the ends for easy filling and draining.

C. Supplemental Transmission Aided Attenuation Map Reconstruction

1) Theory: The expected prompts yit(μ, x), as a function of the attenuation map (μ) and 

patient radiotracer (x) image estimates, when scanning with a TX source, is given by

yit(μ, x) = bit + ∑j P itjxj
Ni

ai + sit(b) + sit(x)
Ni

+ ri

(1)

ai = exp li = exp −∑
j

Aijμj

(2)

where bit is the measured blank projection counts from the TX source (acquired without the 

patient in the PET scanner) for 3D sinogram coordinate i and TOF index t, j is the image 

voxel index, P itj are the elements of the TOF projection matrix, Ni are the normalization 

sinogram factors, ai is the set of attenuation factors as a function of 3D sinogram coordinate 

alone, sit(b) is a sinogram of expected scattered counts from the TX source only, sit(x)
represents expected scatter attributed to tracer in the patient, ri is a sinogram of the random 

coincidence estimates (constant for all TOF indices at a given line-of-response i), Aij = ∑t P itj

are elements of the non-TOF projection matrix, and li are the product of projections lengths 

and linear attenuation coefficients (LACs). We note that the emission image, x, accounts 

only for radiotracer in the patient alone (i.e. excluding the external source). It is assumed 

that the blank projection bit  has been corrected for radionuclide decay, dead-time, and scan 

duration to match the scan with the patient.

Separately, by applying sinogram radial thresholding (implemented in Section II–C.2), we 

can estimate prompts originating from the TX source alone yi
TXsep , as originally proposed 

by Mollet et al. [13]. Specifically, using the mask, mit
TXsep, we sum TOF bins at sinogram 
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projection elements that spatially intersect the external TX source. Expected counts are 

described as follows:

yi
TXsep(μ) = bi

TXsepai +
si bTXsep

Ni
+ ri

TXsep

(3)

where bi
TXsep is the blank sinogram processed with the radial thresholding operation 

bi
TXsep = ∑t mit

TXsepbit , si bTXsep  are elements of the estimated scatter for segmented TX counts 

alone, and ri
TXsep are expected randoms for the radially thresholded coincidences. The overall 

assumption is that net true coincidences (sum of trues and scatters) in yi
TXsep are only counts 

from the TX source impacted by the μ-map, and there is negligible interference from patient 

annihilation photons.

To estimate the μ-map and EM image (x) we use the log-likelihood of the PET data. The 

equation combines 1) measured prompts from the patient and the TX source yit  and 2) 

the radially thresholded counts from the TX source alone yi
TXsep . Assuming the PET data 

represent independent Poisson random variables, the complete log-likelihood equation is 

given by

L(y ∣ μ, x) = ∑
i

∑
t

yitlog yit(μ, x) − yit(μ, x) + α ∑
i

yi
TXseplog yi

TXsep(μ) − yi
TXsep(μ) − βR(μ)

(4)

where α is a hyperparameter that adjusts the strength of the term in (4) that represents the 

likelihood of radially thresholded counts from the TX source, β is a hyperparameter, and 

R(μ) is a roughness penalty function. The α hyperparameter balances the impact of counts 

originating from the patient and those from the TX source; compensating for the sparse 

tomographic sampling and typically lower count rates, relative to the patient, of the TX 

source. Panin et al. [18] optimized (4) with α = 0, but as they found and as we show here, 

this is often inadequate for accurate AC with a physically fixed and sparse TX source. 

Cheng et al. [21] developed an MLAA algorithm by optimizing a similar expression to (4), 

largely focused on using the gamma rays from 176Lu in the term weighted by α. However, 

their method did not include scatter estimations (i.e. was assumed known), did not account 

for key methodological aspects of using an external TX source during patient scans (e.g. 

pre-processing and in image updates), and was almost entirely evaluated on simulations. 

This study innovates by developing the sparse source, joint reconstruction, and scatter 

corrections, specifically for TX source-aided AC. Further, it includes a comprehensive 

experimental evaluation on physical phantoms.

To estimate the EM image (x) and μ-map (μ) maximizing the likelihood in (4), we developed 

an iterative algorithm that alternatively updates EM and μ-map values, including scatter 

correction. We detail these methods in the following sections.
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2) Data Pre-Processing: To estimate coincidences originating from the TX source and 

patient alone we employed a radial thresholding mask mit
Radial  in sinogram space, described 

as follows:

mit
Radial dL, dU

= 1, dL ≤ d(i, t) ≤ dU

0, otherwise

(5)

d(i, t)

= dDsin i%np − p0 Δp/dD 2 + t − t0Δt 2

(6)

where dL and dU are the lower and upper radial limits, respectively, dD is the average 

distance from the center FOV to the detector, % is the modulo operator, np is the number of 

radial projection bins, Δp is the projection bin size, p0 and t0 are central bins, and Δt the TOF 

sampling in space. Masks to segment coincidences originating from the TX source mit
TXsep  or 

patient alone mit
EMsep  were produced as follows:

mit
TXsep = mi

Triplemit
Radial(340 mm, 480 mm)

(7)

mit
EMsep = mit

Radial(0 mm, 340 mm)

(8)

where mi
Triple is a mask used to employ the “triple-point” method; reducing the impact of 

scattered and randoms coincidences from the TX source. The mask selects lines-of-response 

(LORs) that intersect the TX source, and was produced by intensity thresholding the blank 

sinogram. Radial limits were chosen largely to minimize interference of counts from the 

patient on those from the TX source (at a radius of 38.3 cm), as these were often much 

higher in magnitude. Segmented coincidences were produced with the masks as follows:

yit
EMsep = mit

EMsepyit, bit
EMsep = mit

EMsepbit

(9)

yi
TXsep = ∑

t
mit

TXsepyit, bi
TXsep = ∑

t
mit

TXsepbit,

ri
TXsep = ri∑

t
mit

TXsep
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(10)

where yit
EMsep and bit

EMsep are measured prompt and blank counts, respectively, segmented around 

the patient, and TXsep superscript sinograms are segmented around the TX source.

3) Emission Reconstruction:

For EM image reconstructions and updates we used TOF-based Ordinary Poisson ordered 

subsets expectation maximization (OP-OSEM). Subset updates are given by

xj
n, m + 1 = xj

n, m

∑i ∈ Sm, t
P itj
Ni

∑
i ∈ Sm, t

P itjϕitj
n, m

(11)

ϕitj
n, m =

Δitj
n, m, if P itjxj

n, m

bit
EMsep > 0.1

0, otherwise

(12)

Δitj
n, m = yit

EMsep

ai ∑j P itjxj
n, m + Nibit

EMsep + sit xEMsep + Niri

(13)

where xj
n, m is the EM image estimate at iteration n and subset m, Sm includes all projection 

indices in subset m, ϕitj
n, m are adjusted sinogram update factors, and sit xEMsep  is scatter from 

the EM image alone. At the start of an EM update we set xj
0 = xj

Input, before looping over 

subsets at a given n we initialize xj
n, 1 = xj

n − 1, and after iterating over subsets we set xj
n = xj

n, ns + 1
. 

We observed a ring artifact at the edge of EM images when using (11) and setting sinogram 

update factors ϕitj
n, m = Δitj

n, m. This was likely primarily due to subtle inconsistencies between 

yit
EMsep and the blank sinogram (e.g. due to count-rate variations in TOF resolution and/or 

pulse-pileup), which were not included in our EM update algorithm, and impacts xj
n, m voxels 

where counts from the TX source were much greater than that from the patient. To correct 

for this artifact, we adjust sinogram update factors with (12).

Another difference with our algorithm and conventional OP-OSEM is that ai are not 

included in the sensitivity image; denominator in (11). The reason for this is to improve 

computational efficiency, as we avoid recomputing the sensitivity image, with a costly back-

projection operation, after μ-map updates. The formulation in (11)–(13) and conventional 

OP-OSEM will produce the same result, when we set ϕitj
n, m = Δitj

n, m in (11). Further, we note 

that the result of (11), using yit
EMsep, will be the same as an OSEM optimization of (4), 

inputting yit, when the support of the true projection data from the subject is not clipped by 

the masking operation.
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4) Transmission Reconstruction:

To reconstruct μ-map estimates we employed a penalized-likelihood algorithm. The optimal 

attenuation image voxels (μ) or update factors were determined by maximizing (4) with 

an ordered subset implementation of the separable paraboloidal surrogates (SPS) algorithm 

developed by Erdogan and Fessler [22]. A nonpenalized SPS μ-map update, for 176Lu-aided 

MLAA, was first developed by Cheng et al. [21]. The μ-map reconstruction update at each 

subset is given by

μj
n, m + 1

= μj
n, m

+
nS∑i ∈ Sm Aij ℎ̇i

sum + αℎ̇i
TXsep − βṘ μj

n, m

nS∑i ∈ Sm Aijγi ci
sum + αci

TXsep + 2βRψ μj
n, m

(14)

where Ṙ μj
k  is the derivative of the roughness penalty function, Rψ μj

k  is a separable 

surrogate for the penalty function, γi = ∑j Aij, and ℎ̇i and ci are functions that both input a 

forward projection of the current μ-map estimate li
n, m = ∑j Aijμj

n, m . At the start of a μ-map 

update we set μj
0 = μj

Input, before looping over subsets at a given n we initialize μj
n, 1 = μj

n − 1, 

and after iterating over subsets we set μj
n = μj

n, ns + 1. We note that even for α = 0, there is 

still contribution of counts originating from the TX source. Consistent with prior MLAA 

methods [18], [23], the transmission implementation in (14) operates on projection data 

summed over the TOF dimension. This non-TOF algorithm is a good approximation for a 

TOF scheme [24], while also substantially reducing the number of computations needed for 

each update. These functions are defined further for ℎ̇i

ℎ̇i
sum = ℎ̇ li

n, m, yi
sum, yi

sum, b i
sum ,

ℎ̇i
TXsep = ℎ̇ li

n, m, yi
TXsep, yi

TXsep, bi
TXsep

(15)

ℎ̇ li
n, m, yi, yi, b i = 1 − yi

yi
b iexp −li

n, m

(16)

where b i
sum = ∑t bit +

∑jAijxj
n

Nj
, using the current EM image reconstruction, and yi

sum = ∑t yit and 

yi
sum = ∑t yit are measured and expected prompts summed over all TOF bins.

The ci functions are defined as in (17) and (18), where wi is the sum of the expected randoms 

and scatter. These combined noise terms are given by

ci
sum = c li

n, m, yi
sum, yi

sum, b i
sum, wi

sum , ci
TXsep = c li

n, m, yi
TXsep, yi

TXsep, bi
TXsep, wi

TXsep
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(17)

c li, yi, yi, b i, wi =

2
li

2 b i 1 − exp li − yilog b i + wi
yi

+ li
yi
yi

− 1 b iexp li , if li > 0

b i 1 − wiyi

b i + wi
2 , otherwise

(18)

wi
sum =

si bTXsum + ∑t sit(x)
Ni

+ ntri

(19)

wi
TXsep =

si bTXsep

Ni
+ ri

TXsep

(20)

where si bTXsum  is the scatter originating from the TX source summed over all TOF bins, 

nt is the number of TOF bins, and the terms in (20) are defined after (3). The update 

equations utilize optimal curvature, as represented by the ci term in (18) [22], to provide fast 

convergence for μ-map updates and the sTX-MLAA as a whole.

The roughness penalty function is defined as

R(μ) = ∑
j = 1

nj

∑
k ∈ Nj

κjkV μj − μk

(21)

where nj is the number of voxels in the image, Nj is the 26-voxel 3D neighborhood around 

voxel j, κjk is the inverse Euclidean distance between the voxel coordinates j and k, and 

V μj − μk  is the edge preserving Huber function.

The Huber equation is given by

V μj − μk

= μj − μk
2/2/δ, if μj − μk ≤ δ

μj − μk − δ/2, otherwise

(22)

where δ was fixed at 3.0 × 10−2 cm−1 for all experiments.
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We also utilized segmented TX source data alone TXsep  to reconstruct μ-maps, by 

modifying (14) as follows:

μj
n, m + 1 = μj

n, m

+
nS∑i ∈ Sm Aijℎ̇i

TX − βṘ μj
n, m

nS∑i ∈ Sm Aijγici
TXn sep + 2βRψ μj

n, m

(23)

where the terms are defined above.

5) sTX-MLAA Combined Update Equation:

We combined sequential EM image and attenuation map updates, as shown in pseudo-code 

Algorithm 1, to reconstruct μ-map estimates and the nuisance EM image.

6) Data Corrections:

Scattered photons originating from the TX source and patient were estimated independently 

using two different algorithms. For both, the single scatter simulation (SSS) method [25] 

was employed to estimate unscaled scatter sinograms. Our key assumptions for scatter 

correction are as follows: 1) in prompts segmented around the TX source yi
TXsep  we assume 

zero patient true or scattered (i.e. si xTXsep = 0) counts, matching the assumption of (3), and 

2) for patient tracer estimates xj , reconstructed with (11) from prompts segmented around 

the patient yit
EMsep , we assume negligible contribution from scatter originating from the TX 

source (i.e. sit bEMsep = 0). We note that we do expect true coincidences from the TX source, 

largely at the edge of the FOV, in the radially thresholded patient prompts yit
EMsep  used for 

patient tracer updates. The majority of these counts have not undergone attenuation, and are 

accounted for by including the blank projection in the EM update in (11)–(13), and thus, do 

not violate our second scatter assumption.

a) Transmission scatter: For scatter estimation of events originating from the TX 

source we performed the following steps: 1) reconstruct the blank sinogram with a non-TOF 

implementation of OP-OSEM, 2) reconstruct an initial μ-map using the radially thresholded 

data yi
TXsep  and the algorithm in (23), 3) estimate absolute (unscaled) scatter sinograms with 

a fully 3D implementation of the SSS method, using the reconstructed blank sinogram and 

initial μ-map as inputs, and 4) scale scatter estimates by tail fitting on the blank subtracted 

sinogram si
TXsep . This blank subtracted sinogram is expected to contain only scattered events 

for LORs intersecting the TX source but not the attenuating material, and is given by

si
TXsep = Ni yi

TXsep − bi
TXsep − ri

TXsep .

(24)
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Algorithm 1

sTX_MLAA (μ, x, α, β, MLAAIter): Supplemental Transmission-Aided MLAA

1: Input:μ, x, α, β, and MLAAIter

2: OSEMIter = 1, TXIter = 1

3: Initializeμj
0 = μ and xj

0 = x
4: forn = 1 to MLAAIter do

5:  ai = exp −∑j Aijμj
n − 1

6:  Computexj
n
 with OSEM as in (11), by inputting xj

n − 1
, ai, and OSEMIter iterations

7:
 b i

sum = bi
sum + ∑j Aijxj

n

Ni

8:  Computeμj
n
 with TX update in (14), by inputting μj

n − 1
, α, β, and TXIter iterations

9:  end for

10: return final μ and x

To define the support of si
TXsep we performed a logical AND between the “triple-point” 

mask mi
Triple , in (7), and a mask of “tail-regions” neighboring the attenuating material 

mi
Tail ; defined by the current estimate of attenuation-correction factors (exp ∑j Aijμj

n ). To 

compute the scale factors, linear least squares fitting was performed between the raw SSS-

estimated scatter distributions and the difference sinogram in the masked tail regions across 

all sinogram slices (621 total scale factors).

In sum, to estimate the scatter in radially thresholded transmission sinograms, si bTXsep  in 

(3), we utilized the above scaling approach directly. To estimate the TX scatter summed over 

all the TOF bins, si bTXsum  in (19), we scaled si bTXsep  as follows:

si bTXsum = ∑it mi
Triplemi

Tailbit

∑i mi
Tailbi

TXsep si bTXsep

(25)

which is equivalent to scaling by the sum of trues in the original blank sinogram, added 

across the TOF dimension, divided by that in the radially thresholded blank sinogram.

b) Patient scatter, randoms, and dead-time: To estimate scatter originating from 

the patient alone, sit xEMsep  in (13) and sit(x) in (19), we utilized absolute scatter estimation 

[26]. In this approach, the current EM image reconstruction xj
n  and attenuation image were 

fed into a 2D implementation of the SSS. Reconstruction of the EM image and estimation of 

scatter with SSS was globally iterated a total of four times to refine the scatter estimate. The 

resulting 2D scatter sinogram was then converted to 3D with inverse single slice rebinning 

and used directly (i.e. without additional scaling) to produce sit(x), or sit xEMsep = mit
EMsepsit(x).
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Randoms were estimated with a variance reduction algorithm [27], while dead-time was 

corrected at the bucket level (combination of 4 contiguous detector blocks in a ring) using 

singles count rates, as in [28]. The full sTX-MLAA algorithm, including global iterations to 

correct for scatter, is shown in Algorithm 2.

D. Phantom Study

1) Data Acquisition and Reconstruction: We increased the coincidence window (2τ)
for all PET scans to maximize recovery of external source coincidences. Default 2τ is 4.06 

ns and vendor-produced sinograms have 13 TOF bins of 312 ps each. This corresponds 

to a maximum spatial TOF difference of 30.4 cm from the center FOV. Thus, default 

settings reduce the count rate of coincidences from the TX source (radial offset of 38.1 cm), 

as noted by Panin et al. [18], largely affecting central sinogram bins. We used 2τ = 7.81
ns and performed offline binning of list-mode data to produce sinograms with up to 25 

TOF bins of 312 ps each. After radial thresholding (Section II–C.2), 2τ was reduced to 

6.25 ns (maximum radial offset of 48.0 cm) to produce measured prompts yit  in (4), and 

transmission TXsep  sinograms in (10).

Algorithm 2

Pseudo-Code for the Complete sTX-MLAA Method With Recursive Scatter Estimation

1: Input:α, β, ScatterIter, and MLAAIter

2: forp = 1 to ScatterIter do

3:  Initializeμ and x with uniform values

4:  Initialμ reconstruction with yi
TXsep

 in (23)

5:  Ifp = = 1
6:   Compute patient scatter (sit(x), sit xEMsep )

7:   Compute TX scatter (sit bTXsep , si bTXsum )

8:  end if

9:  Initialx reconstruction with yi
EMsep

 in (11)

10:   (μ, x) := sTX_MLAA μ, x, α, β, MLAAIter)

11:   Compute patient scatter (sit(x), sit xEMsep )

12:   Compute TX scatter (sit bTXsep , si bTXsum )

13:  end for

14: return final μ and x

All experiments were acquired at a single patient table position, mimicking the entirety or 

portion of a cardiac PET exam. For CT-AC, the imaging protocol included acquisition with 

120 kVp and variable mA, and μ-maps were generated using the bilinear transform method 

implemented in the e7tools (Siemens Medical Solutions USA, Inc.).

For sTX-MLAA we utilized the following fixed parameters: 1) 3 global scatter iterations 

(ScatterIter on line 2 of Algorithm 2), 2) 4 subsets for EM and TX updates, 3) 20 iterations 
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for the initial μ-map and tracer reconstructions (lines 4 and 9, respectively, in Algorithm 

2), and 4) MLAAIter set to 60. Initial images were uniform cylinders, covering the full 

PET FOV (transverse D=69.7 cm, axial length=22.1 cm), set to the LAC of water (9.6 × 

10−2 cm−1) or ones, for μ-map and EM images, respectively. Reconstructions had 400 × 

400 × 109 voxels with sizes of 2.04 × 2.04 × 2.03 mm. Critically, for all experiments the 

scan duration of PET data input into sTX-MLAA, matched that input into the phantom PET 

image reconstructions where AC was applied (as described below).

To compare different AC methods, PET images were reconstructed with TOF OP-OSEM 

(no PSF modeling, 2 iterations, 21 subsets), followed by smoothing with a 5 mm FWHM 

Gaussian (200 × 200 × 109 matrix size with 4.07 × 4.07 × 2.03 mm voxels). Input sinograms 

were binned to 13 TOF bins, matching the vendor default. The reconstruction protocol 

matched that used for cardiac evaluations at our institution and the literature [29]. For 

consistency, only the μ-map was substituted with all other factors remaining constant (i.e. 

tracer reconstructions produced as part of sTX-MLAA were not evaluated). Besides AC, 

corrections for scatter (absolute scatter scaling), randoms, dead-time, and normalization 

were included. All reconstructions were implemented with the e7tools (Siemens Medical 

Solutions USA, Inc.), custom C-executables, and MATLAB (MathWorks).

2) NEMA IEC Body Phantom Experiments: A NEMA IEC PET body phantom 

(Data Spectrum) was filled with FDG and scanned in two configurations to approximate a 

human torso. The phantom contains a 1) fillable background and six spheres ranging in ID 

from 10 to 37 mm, and 2) a cylindrical “lung insert”, filled only with polystyrene beads 

(i.e. no activity). FDG activity concentration ratio of all spheres to background was 4:1. The 

phantom was filled with a total activity and activity concentration comparable to the torso of 

a 70 kg adult (i.e. 370 MBq FDG injection, 60 min uptake, 20% excretion). TX source blank 

acquisitions were 45 min.

For the first study the phantom was imaged alone. At the start of imaging, total activity 

and the activity concentration in the fillable background were 28.3 MBq and 2.8 kBq/ml, 

respectively, and total activity in the TX source was 16.5 MBq. The phantom was scanned 

for a total of 30 min. PET list-mode was binned into 10 and 30 min acquisitions. These scan 

times are consistent with the cardiac focused table position on PET/CT, and near the lower 

end for PET/MR. For sTX-MLAA, the penalty-strength, β in (14), was set to 212.

For the second setup, the phantom was supplemented with elements to reflect a patient with 

arms down and expand the range of LACs (Fig. 2). Two two-liter bottles were used for 

arms, while a Teflon rod insert (mimicking cortical bone) and an implantable cardioverter 

defibrillator (ICD) generator were positioned directly on the body phantom. At the start of 

imaging, total activity and the activity concentration in the torso fillable background were 

20.6 MBq and 2.1 kBq/ml, respectively, and total activity in the TX source was 12.7 MBq. 

Acquisition time was 20 min. For sTX-MLAA, β in (14) was set to 214, and reconstructed 

μ-maps here were post-processed by setting voxels below 1.0 × 10−2 cm−1 to zero, to 

minimize impact from low-intensity noisy background regions.
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We quantified both absolute and relative quantification of the AC methods with an ROI 

analysis of EM images, conducted according to NEMA NU 2–2007 performance guidelines 

[30, p. 2]. Briefly, ROIs with diameters matching the inner diameters of the fillable spheres 

were placed on a single transverse slice, and concentric ROIs of the same diameters were 

placed on the background at five slices. The position of ROIs was replicated for the different 

reconstructions of each configuration. Sphere and background absolute uptake (in kBq/ml), 

sphere contrast relative to the background, the cold lung insert relative to background, and 

background variability were calculated.

3) Anthropomorphic Torso Phantom With Cardiac Insert: An anthropomorphic 

torso phantom with a cardiac insert (Data Spectrum) was prepared to approximate a 

patient with active cardiac sarcoidosis injected with FDG. The phantom contains fillable 

compartments representing organs (e.g. lungs, liver, etc.), listed in Table I, as well as a 

segment of myocardial inflammation. Polystyrene beads and a Teflon plastic rod are used to 

approximate LACs of the lungs and spine, respectively.

We filled the phantom with FDG assuming the following: 1) patient was on a specialized 

diet (i.e. high-fat, high-protein, low-carbohydrate) to significantly reduce non-specific 

myocardial uptake, 2) uptake time of 90 min and 20% tracer excretion, and 3) relative 

activity concentration ratios based on patient PET/CT data from our institution and prior 

reports [3], [31], as listed in Table I. At the start of imaging, total activity in the phantom 

was 26.1 MBq, background activity concentration was 1.9 kBq/ml, and TX source activity 

was 14.8 MBq. The TX source blank acquisition was 45 min. The phantom was scanned 

for 35 min, and images reconstructed for the full duration. For sTX-MLAA, β in (14) was 

set to 214. In the same experiment, the phantom was scanned for 35 min without the TX 

source to assess how addition of the TX source impacts scanner dead-time. Total activity in 

the phantom was 31.0 MBq at the start of imaging.

4) Decay Study: To determine the minimum TX source activity needed for robust 

EM quantification, using AC with sTX-MLAA, we performed a decay experiment with 

the IEC body phantom. The TX source was filled with FDG (half-life=1.8 hrs, positron 

fraction=0.97) while the IEC phantom was filled with 64Cu (half-life=12.7 hrs, positron 

fraction=0.18), with an activity concentration ratio of all spheres to background of 4:1. 

As the half-life of 64Cu is >7 times that of 18F, this configuration enables imaging with 

variable TX source activity while activity in the phantom is relatively fixed. The activity 

concentration of 64Cu in the background of the IEC at the start of imaging was 13.4 kBq/ml 

(total activity=134.4 MBq), and was chosen to be consistent with the positron decay rate 

of the background for the same phantom filled with FDG (~2.8 kBq/ml) in Section II–D.2. 

Note, both 64Cu and 18F are pure positron emitters with positron ranges within 0.1 mm [32]. 

Thus, the 64Cu-filled phantom was expected to produce very similar count rates (i.e. trues, 

scatters, and randoms) as the FDG version leading to comparable EM image contrast and 

SNR, for all else equal [33].

The phantom was placed on the patient table (as in Section II–D.2) and scanned repeatedly 

for a total of 30 min, over 1.6 physical half-lives of 18F. A 90 min TX source blank was 
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acquired. PET list-mode was binned into 10 min sinograms, reconstructed with sTX-MLAA, 

and EM image quantification assessed as in Section II–D.2.

To test our hypothesis that EM image quality for 64Cu and 18F phantom scans is matched, 

when the activity concentrations produce the same positron decay rates, we also performed a 

uniform phantom study. Duplicate uniform right cylinder phantoms (ID=21 cm) were filled 

with 13.6 kBq/ml of 64Cu and 3.1 kBq/ml of 18F, at the start of imaging. Phantoms were 

positioned on a holder at the end of the patient table. The 64Cu phantom was imaged for 

10 min (no TX activity in place) while the 18F phantom was scanned repeatedly with 10 

min acquisitions over a period of 70 min. Images were reconstructed with OP-OSEM using 

CT-AC. An 18 cm diameter VOI was placed on N=80 transverse slices, the coefficient of 

variation (COV) computed, and the 18F activity resulting in the same COV as the 64Cu scan 

computed through a regression analysis.

III. RESULTS

A. NEMA IEC Body Phantom Experiments

Example μ-map and PET images reconstructed with CT-based and sTX-MLAA attenuation 

corrections, for the IEC phantom alone, are shown in Fig. 3. Visually, PET images with AC 

using sTX-MLAA showed good agreement with CT-AC results. However, for sTX-MLAA 

PET images we did observe subtle increases in noise and/or high-frequency artifacts as well 

as a tendency to overestimate uptake for the cold lung insert.

Fig. 4 compares quantification between CT and sTX-MLAA attenuation corrected PET 

images at two acquisition times. As shown in Fig. 4a, the choice of α in (14), has a large 

impact on the root-mean-square error (RMSE) of sphere uptake bias and image noise. As 

α was increased from 1.0 to 17.5, sphere uptake bias decreased by ≥5% while background 

variability increased by ≥1%, for 10 and 30 min scans. We chose α = 10 as the optimum for 

this study, as bias decreased by <1% compared to the lowest value at the maximum α (17.5), 

while variability continued increasing past this point. Fig. 4b shows bias for sTX-MLAA 

PET images at α = 10. Sphere contrast, background contrast, and contrast recovery for sTX-

MLAA were all within 4.9% of CT-AC results. Lung residual (ratio of lung to background 

uptake) increased from ~16.0%, with CT-AC, to 24.2% and 22.9%, with sTX-MLAA AC, 

for 10 and 30 min scans, respectively. Table II shows PET background variability at α = 10. 

The RMSE increase (relative to CT-AC) was 1.3% and 1.2% for 10 min and 30 min scans, 

respectively.

Fig. 5 compares performance of sTX-MLAA against reconstructing the μ-map with the SPS 

algorithm in (23) using coincidences segmented from the TX source alone. We increased 

the iteration number of the TX reconstruction (line 4 in Algorithm 2) to 80 in the final 

global scatter iteration (p = ScatterIter) and then terminated algorithm execution (matching 

total TX iterations with sTX-MLAA). The penalty strength, β in (23), was varied from 

25 to 214 in reconstructions with segmented coincidences. sTX-MLAA produced PET 

images with substantially lower background variability (>3.6%) compared to transmission 

reconstructions with segmented external coincidences, at matched background bias.
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Fig. 6 qualitatively compares AC methods for the IEC body phantom supplemented with 

arms, a bone insert, and ICD generator. The CT μ-map, at the same slice, is shown in Fig. 

2b. We found α = 1, in (14), produced optimal results here. PET images reconstructed with 

CT-based and sTX-MLAA AC showed excellent visual agreement. However, we did again 

observe subtle increases in noise and/or high frequency artifacts in sTX-MLAA results, as 

well as positive bias in the lung insert. The phantom’s left arm slightly extended past the 

transverse CT FOV (D=50 cm), possibly impacting CT-AC near this position.

Fig. 7 details the PET image ROI analysis for the IEC phantom with arms. Measured sphere 

and background activity concentrations for sTX-MLAA were within 3.5% (0.1 kBq/ml) 

of CT-AC, while bias in sphere contrast recovery was ≤ 5.6% for all spheres. Table III 

shows PET background variability. RMSE increase in background variability was 0.9%, and 

increase in the lung residual was 10.8%, for sTX-MLAA versus CT AC.

B. Anthropomorphic Torso Phantom With Cardiac Insert

Fig. 8 shows a qualitative comparison between AC methods for the phantom study 

modeling a patient with active cardiac sarcoidosis. We used α = 10, in (14), for sTX-MLAA 

reconstructions. We noted high visual agreement between PET images reconstructed with 

CT and sTX-MLAA AC methods. As confirmed by line profile analysis (Fig. 8c), uptake 

in all body regions (notably the cardiac defect and lung compartments) matched closely 

between the two AC methods, although there was a slight overestimation in sTX-MLAA for 

the liver compared to CT-AC.

To quantify results further, ROIs were manually placed on transverse images of the different 

fillable compartments and mean uptake measured. A large spherical VOI (D=6 cm) was 

drawn on the liver. Table IV details these quantitative findings. Uptake in PET images 

corrected with sTX-MLAA was within 3.7% (0.2 kBq/ml) of CT-AC results for all organs, 

with the difference in liver uptake the largest recorded. Notably, the activity concentration in 

the cardiac defect for sTX-MLAA was only 0.9% (0.05 kBq/ml) higher than CT-AC results.

The RMSE increase in total dead-time was 2.6%, for the case with versus without the 

TX source in place; rising from an average of 1.6% to 4.3%. The maximum increase in 

dead-time was 2.9% for a block in the first detector ring, near where the transmission source 

helical and torus loops join (see Fig. 1).

C. Decay Study

For the validation experiment, with uniformly filled 64Cu and 18F phantoms, we found that 

the 18F phantom scan with an activity concentration of 2.3 kBq/ml produced the same COV 

as the 64Cu phantom scan at 13.6 kBq/ml. This corresponds to a conversion factor of 0.167 
18F kBq/64Cu kBq, accounting for differences in the decay schemes and physical half-lives; 

8% lower than the conversion factor (0.182 18F kBq/64Cu kBq), accounting for positron 

fraction differences alone. Thus, this supports our hypothesis that EM image quality for 
64Cu and 18F phantom scans is largely matched, when the activity concentrations produce 

the same positron decay rates.
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Fig. 9 shows the impact of TX source activity on sTX-MLAA performance, compared to 

CT-AC. For consistency with Fig. 4, sTX-MLAA data was reconstructed with α=10 and 

β = 212. The 64Cu activity concentration in the IEC phantom background changed by <15% 

for the TX activities considered (from 13.4 to 11.5 kBq/ml; equivalent to the count rates of 
18F activities ranging from 2.2 to 1.9 kBq/ml). We also include results from Fig. 4, where 

the phantom FDG activity concentration was 2.8 kBq/ml and the TX source activity was 

16.5 MBq.

As shown in Fig. 9a, the lung residual (ratio of lung to background uptake) was heavily 

influenced by the TX source activity, while the RMSE sphere uptake was ≤3.8% (lower limit 

of 2.3%) at all activities. Specifically, at a TX source activity of 16.5 MBq the increase in 

lung residual for AC with sTX-MLAA was 7.6%, while it was 9.8% higher at 3.1 MBq, and 

exceeded 11.2% for TX source activities lower than 3.1 MBq. By defining an acceptable 

increase in the lung residual of 10%, for this phantom study, a TX source activity of 3.1 

MBq is deemed the lowest value where sTX-MLAA can produce quantitatively accurate 

PET images. At this lower activity limit, bias in sphere activity was ≤5.2%, background 

activity ≤0.7%, contrast recovery ≤6.2%, and increase in background variability 1.5%. For 

comparison, at a TX source activity of 16.5 MBq, bias in sphere activity was ≤2.9%, 

background activity ≤0.9%, contrast recovery ≤4.0%, and increase in background variability 

1.4%.

IV. DISCUSSION

ROI results demonstrated that uptake measured in PET images corrected for attenuation with 

sTX-MLAA were within 5% of CT-AC results, for all phantom studies with a TX source 

strength ≥12.7 MBq. sTX-MLAA PET images had lower uptake bias than PET images 

generated with AC using coincidences largely originating from the patient alone. This was 

indicated by quantitative results at the lowest α values (Fig. 4a); approximating MLAA 

without a μ-map intensity prior (i.e. to account for LAC global scaling). Furthermore, 

the bias versus background variability (surrogate for noise) tradeoff for sTX-MLAA PET 

images was greatly improved compared to AC using coincidences segmented from the 

TX source alone (Fig. 5). Thus, use of patient coincidences in sTX-MLAA mitigated 

sparse sampling artifacts, when reconstructing μ-maps with external source events only. 

sTX-MLAA is a compromise approach that produces PET images with higher accuracy than 

MLAA (enabled by using coincidences from the TX source) and lower noise than using 

TX source generated μ-maps (afforded by leveraging the typically increased count rate due 

to tracer in the patient). Further, by utilizing transmission counts, sTX-MLAA can estimate 

attenuation of components not in the support of the emission image (e.g. MR coils), which 

also avoids the need for assumptions to correct for erroneously high air attenuation in these 

same regions [34].

Uptake bias in the activity-free lung insert, for experiments with the NEMA IEC body 

phantom, was ≥7% for sTX-MLAA versus CT-based AC PET images (Fig. 3d and Fig. 6c). 

A source of this error was limited tomographic sampling for the sparse TX source. The 

initial μ-map for sTX-MLAA (Algorithm 1) was produced by transmission reconstruction 
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of segmented external source counts alone (line 4 in Algorithm 2), which used a starting 

μ-map of LACs of uniform water. Thus, voxels with low tomographic sampling in the 

initial TX reconstruction would overestimate LACs, which was unresolved with sTX-MLAA 

iterations. We note that residual activity is measured in the lung insert, even for PET images 

reconstructed with CT-AC [35]. Thus, lung LAC overestimation amplifies existing residual 

uptake. A second cause was cross-talk between emission and transmission updates, due to 

the residual lung uptake itself. Lung residual has been found to decrease in CT-AC results 

as a function of improved TOF resolution; compare the Siemens Biograph mCT [35] (TOF 

resolution=580 ps, lung residual=12.1%) with the Vision [36] (TOF resolution=210 ps, 

lung residual=3.5%), such that cross-talk in sTX-MLAA would also decrease. Although we 

observed uptake bias ≥7% in the IEC lung insert for sTX-MLAA, bias was only 0.7% for the 

lung compartment filled with an FDG activity concentration (comparable to patient imaging) 

in the phantom with a cardiac insert (Fig. 8c). Thus, for human FDG imaging we expect 

high lung uptake accuracy.

Despite promising results, there are several areas for improvement of sTX-MLAA. A key 

challenge is addressing noise amplification in PET images compared to CT-AC. Increased 

noise for sTX-MLAA is due to 1) higher randoms from addition of the TX source (not 

evaluated here), and 2) noise propagation to PET images from the reconstructed μ-map 

(increases with α). External source activity at the start of imaging for FDG phantom 

studies was 12.7–16.5 MBq. Our rationale for this strength was empirically determined by 

preliminary experiments and prior reports [13], and was expected to prioritize PET bias over 

noise amplification. The decay study with a 64Cu-filled phantom (Fig. 9) suggests that a TX 

activity as low as 3 MBq could be used for robust AC, but, at the cost of increased cross-talk 

in cold regions. Optimal activity is expected to be scanner, exam, and patient dependent, and 

will be explored further in future studies.

We used a penalized-likelihood transmission algorithm to improve the bias-noise tradeoff 

for μ-maps. A limitation is that the strength of regularization is dependent on the quality 

of the PET data for a fixed β in (14). As the results indicate, further noise reduction is 

needed. For two phantoms (IEC without arms and cardiac insert) optimal α was ~10 while 

it was ~1 for the IEC phantom with arms. The TX source coincidence count rate increases 

towards the edge of sinogram projection bins, such that a lower α may have been sufficient 

to correct for MLAA limitations for the IEC phantom with arms. Ideally, this parameter 

should be adjusted based on the PET data alone. Finally, we used absolute scatter estimation 

for correcting counts from the patient. The method underestimates scatter from out of FOV 

[26], which may bias μ-map estimation at edge planes; increasing PET bias of extracardiac 

disease.

We utilized a PET/CT in this study to directly compare sTX-MLAA with CT-AC 

performance. However, the bore diameter for whole-body PET/CT scanners (78 cm for 

the Biograph mCT) is generally much larger than PET/MR systems (60 cm for the Siemens 

Biograph mMR [37]). Thus, we would expect increased interference of true and scattered 

photons originating from the patient on counts segmented around the TX source yi
TXsep , with 

all else matched. This could increase bias in μ-map updates in (14) and (23). In general, 
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the amount of interference depends on TOF resolution and the fraction of the transverse 

FOV occupied by the subject, with interference decreasing as TOF resolution improves. We 

did not detect interference for even the most challenging phantom study presented here, 

mimicking an arms down exam (Fig. 6). However, more experiments are needed to directly 

evaluate this assumption on PET/MR systems.

Although not compared in this report, sTX-MLAA is expected to have advantages over 

AC using the intrinsic radiation of 176Lu, particularly on the most common PET systems 

(i.e. with axial fields-of-view ≲30 cm). Notably, the count rate from the TX source is 

substantially higher than from the 176Lu scintillators, which may improve the bias-noise 

tradeoff of PET tracer quantification and reduce cross-talk. For example, with a TX source 

of activity of 16.5 MBq (from Fig. 4 data) we recorded a blank net trues rate of 277 kcps. 

In comparison, on the same PET/CT the rate for 202 and 307 keV photons from 176Lu is 48 

kcps [15]; nearly six times lower than for the TX source. Further, sTX-MLAA fully models 

and corrects for scatter. A recent 176Lu-based AC method simply scaled the initial μ-map to 

compensate for scatter; contributing to PET bias often exceeding 5% [12]. Future studies are 

needed to directly compare the two methods.

The key benefit of sTX-MLAA is the ability to robustly estimate and correct for attenuation 

using data acquired simultaneously during the PET exam where AC will be applied, without 

use of prior results or a μ-map intensity prior (i.e. to account for LAC global scaling). This 

could have a substantial benefit on PET artifacts due to patient motion mismatch between 

the μ-map and PET acquisitions. We note that cardiac MR exams at our institution average 

60 min (interquartile range: 47–79 min). Thus, if PET data were collected throughout a 

PET/MR study, we would expect substantial PET respiratory and non-cyclical body motion 

artifacts [38] when applying MR-AC generated with MR images acquired at a single 

timepoint. By using sTX-MLAA for AC, patient motion in the μ-map will exactly match 

that in tracer images; eliminating motion mismatch errors. For PET/CT, the method could 

decrease the radiation dose by replacing the CT-AC acquisition; important for imaging 

patients at higher risk from exposure to ionizing radiation [4]. Effective dose from the TX 

source is expected to be ~3 μ Sv for a 10 min cardiac PET/CT exam (transmission source 

filled with 17 MBq of 18F) [19], which is more than an order of magnitude lower than 

low-dose CT-AC protocols (0.5–1 mSv) [4].

V. CONCLUSION

This paper presents a new AC strategy that uses a physically fixed and sparse transmission 

source that is relatively easy to fill and place. The method combines the SNR benefits 

of conventional MLAA, using coincidences from the patient, with the higher accuracy of 

transmission reconstruction with an external source. AC with sTX-MLAA produced PET 

images with ROI uptake within 5% of CT-AC results for phantom scans. Noise and sparse 

sampling artifacts were largely reduced versus AC using segmented coincidences from the 

external source alone. Results suggest that sTX-MLAA will enable quantitative PET during 

cardiac PET/MR and PET/CT of human patients.
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Fig. 1. 
Overview of the sparse transmission source. Schematic of the tori-helix geometry in the (a) 

transverse and (b) sagittal planes, fused with a CT image from a human patient for reference. 

(c) The source prototype placed in the bore of the PET/CT used for this study.
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Fig. 2. 
Study setup for NEMA IEC body phantom with arms, a bone insert, and ICD generator. (a) 

Placement of the phantom on the PET/CT table. (b) CT μ-map with display limits of 0.0 to 

0.2 cm−1.
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Fig. 3. 
IEC phantom μ-map and PET results for two acquisition times. Transverse images of (a) 

μ-maps from CT (top) and sTX-MLAA for a 10 min scan (display limits=0.0–0.2 cm−1). 

(b,c) PET images generated with CT (top) and sTX-MLAA (α = 10) attenuation corrections 

for (b) 10 min and (c) 30 min scans. (d) Line profiles from the 10 min (top) and 30 min 

acquisitions, with locations shown in top panels (b) and (c), respectively.
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Fig. 4. 
Quantification of sTX-MLAA performance for the IEC phantom and two acquisition 

times. (a) RMSE in measured sphere activity concentration versus increase in background 

variability, with respect to CT-AC PET. Each data point is for a different α in (14); 

range=1.0–17.5. Both the RMSE in sphere uptake and increase in background variability 

are across all sphere ROI sizes. (b) Bias (α = 10), relative to CT-AC, in sphere activity 

concentration, background activity concentration, and contrast recovery. Each data point is a 

unique sphere ROI size and lines denote mean values.
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Fig. 5. 
Comparison of sTX-MLAA and transmission reconstruction inputting segmented TX data 

only (SPS), on PET attenuation correction for the IEC phantom; 10 min scan. RMSE in 

measured background activity concentration versus increase in background variability, with 

respect to CT-AC PET, for different α in sTX-MLAA and a range of β in (23), for SPS.
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Fig. 6. 
Evaluation of sTX-MLAA performance for the IEC phantom with arms, bone insert, and 

ICD. Transverse PET images, reconstructed with (a) CT and (b) sTX-MLAA (using α = 1) 

attenuation correction. (c) Line profiles through the two PET reconstructions, with location 

shown in (a). The “Truth” profiles represent those measured with a dose calibrator. The 

phantom’s left arm is at position near 50 cm.
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Fig. 7. 
sTX-MLAA quantification for the IEC phantom with arms, bone insert, and ICD, using 

α = 1. Bias, with respect to CT-AC results, in sphere activity concentration, background 

activity concentration, and contrast recovery. Each data point represents a different sphere 

ROI size and lines denote mean values.
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Fig. 8. 
Evaluation of sTX-MLAA performance for an anthropomorphic phantom with a cardiac 

insert. Transverse (top) and coronal PET images, reconstructed with (a) CT and (b) sTX-

MLAA (using α = 10) attenuation correction. (c) Line profiles through PET images with the 

two AC methods for transverse (top) and coronal slices, with locations shown in top and 

bottom panels of (a), respectively.
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Fig. 9. 
Evaluation of TX source activity on sTX-MLAA performance, for the IEC phantom. (a) 

RMSE in measured sphere activity (left axis) and increase in the lung residual (right axis) 

as a function of TX source activity (log scale), with respect to CT-AC PET (α = 10.0). 

RMSE in sphere activity is across all sphere ROI sizes, and the data point at the TX source 

activity=16.5 MBq is from the FDG-filled phantom study in section III–A. Transverse 

PET images, reconstructed with (a) CT and (b) sTX-MLAA (TX act=3.1 MBq, α = 10.0) 

attenuation correction.
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TABLE I

FDG CONCENTRATION RATIOS FOR THE ANTHROPOMORPHIC TORSO PHANTOM WITH CARDIAC INSERT

Organ Concentration Ratio (Normalized to Background)

Background 1.0

Liver 2.7

Lungs 0.5

Myocardium 2.2

Cardiac Defect 4.9

Ventricular Blood 2.2
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TABLE II

BACKGROUND VARIABILITY IN PET IMAGES FOR THE IEC BODY PHANTOM WITH DIFFERENT AC METHODS

Background Variability (%)

10 min. 30 min

Sphere ID CT sTX-MLAA CT sTX-MLAA

10 mm 4.1 6.2 3.0 4.8

13 mm 3.9 5.4 2.7 3.9

17 mm 3.4 4.4 2.3 3.4

22 mm 2.9 3.8 2.0 2.9

28 mm 2.5 3.4 1.8 2.8

37 mm 2.0 2.9 1.6 2.6
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TABLE III

BACKGROUND VARIABILITY IN PET IMAGES FOR THE IEC PHANTOM, WITH ARMS, FOR DIFFERENT AC METHODS

Background Variability (%)

Sphere ID CT sTX-MLAA

10 mm 4.6 5.5

13 mm 4.4 5.5

17 mm 3.8 4.7

22 mm 3.6 4.5

28 mm 3.4 4.2

37 mm 3.3 4.3
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TABLE IV

MEASURED MEAN FDG CONCENTRATIONS FOR THE TORSO PHANTOM WITH CARDIAC INSERT

Activity Cone. (kBq/ml)

Compartment CT sTX-MLAA Diff. (%)a

Background 1.8 1.8 −0.2

Liver 4.8 5.0 3.7

Lungs 0.8 0.8 −0.7

Cardiac Defect 5.4 5.5 0.9

Ventricular Blood 3.7 3.7 −0.7

a
normalized to CT-AC PET images
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